
Some easy, occasionally low-cost ways 
of improving your classroom efficiency, 

instruction and assessment results 



 Helping you see a little taste of technology 
that may be available in your classroom 



 Our experience in Moberly was that while our 
senior high students improved their EOC 
scores (we attribute that to using 
computerized assessment), our technical 
center students had mixed results due to 
lack of exposure to computerized testing. 

 Several instructors here have found a NO-
cost way to use computerized classroom 
assessment that gives kids experience taking 
classroom tests on computer, gives you item-
analysis on test items and GRADES IT FOR 
YOU!!! 



 http://quizstar.4teachers.org/ 
 Register 
 Class manager allows you to add students 
 Quiz Manager allows you to create quizzes 

that can be taken in/out of school  
 Set start/stop times 
 Can be modified for homebound instruction 

as well as varied times of testing per day, 
allows resource teacher to read tests if 
needed 



  Report Manager allows you to see readouts of 
individual student scores, and will aggregate data to 
allow you to make efficient item analysis for use in 
collaborative teaming and in parent teacher 
conferences, working with your administrator, etc. 

  Quizzes can be “shared” between teachers, 
buildings, and districts through a quiz copying 
feature.  It allowed our Woods classes and Building 
Trades classes (they use same tools, need same 
safety tests) to type in tests cooperatively instead of 
having to type in each test individually.   

  If you are interested in more QUIZSTAR training, 
email me at lstein@moberly.k12.mo.us or put it on 
your evaluation form at the end of this session. 



 Many of you have seen the SMART boards 
used in MORENET and other training.  You 
may have heard of a similar piece of 
technology called the Promethian board.  We 
have examples of both types of boards at 
MHS that are being used for training today.   

 Makes you think of a chalkboard (stationary 
presentation) BUT with computer interactive 
capabilities that can be “saved” for later 
presentations, unlike the chalkboard that 
gets constantly erased. 



 http://www.education.smarttech.com/ste/
en-US/Ed+Resource/Teachers+Hub/Getting
+started/SBiW.htm 

 Two minute tutorials 
 SMART BOARDS were created for use in the 

business world 
 SMART/Promethian trainings going on TODAY 

in Session 2K (MHS Room 800) Session 3K 
(MHS Room 404), and 4G (MHS IMC) 



 Created by teachers 
 http://www.prometheanworld.com/ 
 Features of the Promethian… 
 Online community of educators…many resources 

have already been created, once you are good at 
“surfing” for these things, it can save you time. 

 Low cost trade/non-fiction books for children 
make classroom read-alouds big enough for a 
whole classroom without PILES of “bigbooks”…
one book on Promethian might cost 3.99…what 
did that “big book” cost you in funds, storage 
and in presentation abilities? 



 Teacher can set the screen to respond to any 
touch, or his/her touch…SMART Boards can’t 
do that 

 One place to see a Promethian board, Room 
502 at MHS 



 These systems use a remote control for each 
student in your classroom.  If a teacher has a 
white board, projector, and computer, they can 
program clickers 

 Questions can be true/false or multiple choice 
 Clickers can be used for bell ringers, entering 

answers on homework, informal assessment 
during lecture/presentation or even formal 
assessment, including a “game” component 

 Clicker technology can give the instructor 
IMMEDIATE feedback in the classroom while the 
assessment is going on including graphic data 
feedback 



 Teacher can use a “pad” and pen that 
communicates with your desktop computer and 
projector to display what the teacher “writes” or 
cues on the system.   

 Leaves the teacher flexible to wander the room, 
and observe students from behind, rather than 
being tied to a SMART or Promethian board—
more proxemic control 

 Clicker technology is portable, and can be moved 
easily from setting to setting, one classroom set 
could be shared easily, and packs in a very small 
bag for up to 24 clickers. 

  Students get to “see” their input on tests and 
self-evaluate how they did compared to class 
WITHOUT confidentiality being compromised. 



 eInstruction (one dealer) is here all day in 
this building.  You are welcome to go see him 
at any time today…he’s here to work! 

 The session “Using Games as Formative 
Assessments” is using clickers to help teach 
math/science concepts in Room 406 during 
sessions 3 and 4 

 Deb Carroll’s session (3F in Room 802) during 
Session 3 will also show a middle school math 
classroom application of this technology 
today. 


